Science

Maths

Calculation: Show that you can add
and subtract 1d and 2d numbers t0
20. Show that you can recall and use
number bonds to 20 confidently.
Explain how to double a number to
20.

Art and design
Painting: Show how to mix
colours when painting
Collage: Compare materials
carefully for a clear design

Materials: Show you can find and name a
range of materials that can be found
around home and school. How can you
compare these materials and explain how
they are used?
Computing
Laptops: How can we use computer
programmes to create pictures and
posters?

D&T
Food: How can you group food
together? How can you peel and
chop different foods?
RE
Special stories: Learn about
special stories in Islam and
different inspirational people.
Symbols: How can you spot 3
symbols in different religions?
Philosophy
Resourcefulness: How can we
help others and ourselves?

English

Fiction: How can you write a story
with a familiar setting and stories
with repeating patterns?
Non Fiction: Why do we need to
learn how to write clear instructions?
Reading: Why is it important to
develop confidence when reading
aloud and be able to explain what you
have read?
Handwriting: Explain why it is
important to have control over your
letter sizes when writing.
Spelling: Show that you can begin to
spell some of the high frequency
words using phonics.

Topic: The Great Fire of London
History: Explore the impact of
the great Fire of London? How
have buildings changed?
Geography: Explain where the
four countries and capital cities in
the UK are. Why do we need to
name countries around the world.
Music
Instruments: How
can you use
instruments to make
a specific sound in a
song?

PE
Games: Explore how
to use space in
games and how it
can help your whole
team

PSHE
Explain how we can stay safe.
What does it mean to be healthy?

